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Farm&City is available to discuss any of these ideas further with any public official in Texas. We espe-
cially will give top priority to helping any jurisdictions or leaders wanting to pursue Vision Zero.

We hope that further study building upon the ideas and research in this report can help optimize the 
work of CAMPO policy makers. To follow up on the assessment of how sprawling each major Texas 
metro region is today, we are planning to analyze regional growth forecasts for each major metro to 
compare how much each MPO is expecting to sprawl or urbanize in the future. We also have a ma-
jor long term project looking at transportation spending across the state and the myths of who pays 
for our driving habits. Finally, we have been working on a critique of the draft CAMPO 2045 regional 
growth forecasts and suggestions to improve this process with scenario planning.

Farm&City is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit committed to high quality urban and rural human habitat in Texas 
in perpetuity. Farm&City, launched in 2017, works horizontally at all levels of government in Texas 
and vertically across public policy issues related to transportation, urban planning, sustainability, and 
equity. Staff involved with this project were Heather Yu and Jay Blazek Crossley.

“Five Truths and a Challenge for the Leaders of the Austin Region” is part of our both Farm&City’s 
Vision Zero Texas & 50 Million Texans projects. Revised December 8, 2019.

http:/www.FarmAndCity.org/

CREDITS, FOLLOW UP, & FURTHER STUDY
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INTRODUCTION

At the November 4, 2019 meeting of the Capital 
Area Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (CAM-
PO) Transportation Policy Board (TPB), Farm&C-
ity Executive Director Jay Blazek Crossley spoke 
during the public comment period to ask that each 
leader ensure their city, county, or the MPO itself 
quickly join TxDOT and large Texas cities in adopt-
ing responsible goals to end traffic deaths and 
serious injuries on our streets and roads.

The TPB held a visioning exercise that day and 
Crossley decided to raise some questions and con-
cepts that he felt are too important not to share. 
Austin Council member Alison Alter asked that we 
share some of the documentation for these con-
cepts with the members of the TPB and provide 
our sources and analytical methods.

Presented here are brief discussions of these concepts with links for anyone wishing to further ex-
plore these ideas; or to help us understand if we made mistakes with this data or our understanding 
of it. Each of these topics is worthy of long reports, but Farm&City is a tiny nonprofit that is trying to 
help improve public policy across Texas. Also, we wanted to use this opportunity to try to be helpful 
and brief and introduce some concepts, as opposed to trying to give definitive takes.

Most importantly, we really do hope every city, county & CAMPO itself – by the end of 2020 – will 
adopt responsible goals & action plans to end traffic deaths in our region. We hope our work helps 
your efforts to improve the health, safety, & quality of life for all the people of the Austin region.
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THE MYTH OF NOT  BUILDING ENOUGH ROADS 
ISN’T TRUE

There is a myth that local decision makers have somehow denied the people of Austin the roads 
they deserve, causing the people of Austin to suffer more from traffic than others and more than 
they would be suffering today if these poor decisions had not been made.

As one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the nation in a time when the human population 
is still rapidly growing worldwide, Austin will continue to grow rapidly for the next several decades. 
People fear what that growth will do to our already failing transportation system, but as we have 
learned, there are greater threats than congestion facing current and future Texans. Nevertheless, 
especially with this rapid growth, has Austin not been building enough roads?

Available data on lane miles of roads does not support this myth. Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio 
each has less road per capita than CAMPO. We used the annually published Roadway Inventory 
from TxDOT Transportation Planning/Programming Division. They publish data on total lane miles of 
road by county, MPO, and TxDOT district, including separating out local and state roads. The Austin 
region has more state roads per capita than other large Texas MPOs and more local roads per
capita. We looked back at this data point in 2005, and the Austin region had more lane miles per 
capita than the other large metro regions back then as well.

We have built a lot of roads in the Austin region, spending massive sums to subsidize the option of 
driving alone in a car or truck. Whether or not this has improved lives or our economy is debatable, 
but the persistent myth that Austin somehow has been denied roads simply does not hold up to 
examination with the existing data, when we compare to other Texas metro regions. 

Given an average lane width of about 12 feet, the Austin region provides about 846 square feet 
of impervious roadway per person, 219 square feet more than provided for Houstonians.
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TXDOT SPENDING: AUSTIN HAS NOT RECEIVED 
LESS PER CAPITA THAN OTHER LARGE METROS

At the November 2019 CAMPO TPB meeting, Jay Blazek Crossley proclaimed that TxDOT spending 
in the 6 county CAMPO region has been higher than in any of the other large Texas metros. He was 
referring to our work on the Texas Transportation Equity Assessment, focused on systemic inequity 
at Texas MPOs. In that report, we examined total TxDOT spending from 2006-2015 per capita. Using 
that data to inform our analysis, we are able to conclude the Austin region received more spending 
per capita than Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth, & San Antonio.

However, we recent pulled more current data and wanted to ensure that we were reporting an 
accurate understanding to CAMPO leadership, and looked at the rate of TxDOT spending in every 
MPO from 2006 through 2019. The Austin region has received more per capita from TxDOT than 
Houston in all years, and more than San Antonio in all years, except the last two, which were very 
close. However, Dallas-Fort Worth did receive more than Austin per capita from 2009 through 2014.
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VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED: AUSTINITES DRIVE 
MORE THAN OTHER TEXANS

We used two sources of TxDOT data to check whether it is true that the people of Austin drive more 
per capita than other Texans. Both methods show Austinites drive more than most other large met-
ro areas in Texas. Among the ten largest MPOs, only the people of Beaumont and the Permian Basin 
– each home to less than 400,000 people – drive more on average than Austinites.

TxDOT publishes powerful sets of data every year that include estimates of Vehicle Miles Traveled 
(VMT) for every county. The District and County Statistics (DISCOS) is published by the Financial 
Management Division. Anyone can download a spreadsheet at https://www.TxDOT.gov/inside-Tx-
DOT/division/finance/discos.html. Farm&City asked and received a compilation of these reports 
from 2006-2015 and has been downloading the reports since then, so we have 14 years of data. 
The Roadway Inventory is published annually by the Transportation Planning/Programming Division 
and also includes data on VMT, but for calendar years instead of fiscal years. For mapping enthusi-
asts, this publication also includes a crucial set of data available for GIS: https://www.TxDOT.gov/
inside-TxDOT/division/transportation-planning/roadway-inventory.html.

Importantly, TxDOT changed the VMT methodology in 2015 based upon complaints brought by 
H-GAC. Before that time, Austin’s higher rate of VMT per capita compared to other metros was even 
more stark. As to why these two different sources of TxDOT data give very different results for total 
VMT for each county, and yield different results for VMT per capita is beyond the scope of our work. 
However, for the purposes of this exercise, both methods show that the people of Austin drive more 
relative to the people of Houston, Dallas - Fort Worth, and San Antonio. Following safety, a primary 
goal of CAMPO should be reducing the amount  the people of the Austin region are forced to drive.

75% of Texans live in the seven TxDOT districts shown on the left. Sim-
ilarly, 75% live in the ten MPOs shown on the right.
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SPRAWL: AUSTIN IS THE MOST SUB-URBAN LARGE 
METRO IN TEXAS

8,132,489 people live in rural, 9,139,964 live in sub-ur-
ban, & 10,147,159 live in urban settings in Texas.

Sprawl exacts a heavy & expensive toll. En-
vironmental scientists & organizations, the 
US Environmental Protection Agency, the 
UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, & The American Conservative 
cite the need to end sprawling policies.

A higher percentage of the Austin region’s 
residents live in sub-urban places than all 
other major Texas metro regions, except 
the Rio Grande Valley. While Houston 
is seen worldwide as the poster child of 
the terrible costs of sprawl, there actually 
are a substantial number of people living 
in urban areas in the Houston region, 
according to Farm&City analysis, giving 
them better access to jobs, schools, retail, 
and other people than those experiencing 
the sub-urban lifestyle in Texas.

When we examine the lifestyle options 
available to the people of Texas, we find 
that Austin has a higher percentage of 
people living in sprawl – what many of us 
call the sub-urbs – characterized by lack 
of abundant multimodal access and high 
social, economic, environmental, and 
traffic costs, compared to those able to 
live in urban settings in Texas.

We divided Texas census tracts into 
three categories: rural, contains less than 
1000 people per square mile; sub-urban, 
contains between 1,001 & 3,800 people 
per square mile, & urban, contains more 
than 3,801 people per square mile. We 
based cutoffs in this methodology on the 
research & writing  of Professor & Author 
Peter Newman, whose body of work 
measures the sustainability & affordability 
benefits of urban living worldwide.

The charts below illustrate the oft-
misunderstood dynamics of sprawl 

648,040 people live in rural, 701,933 live in sub-urban, 
& 695,634 live in urban settings in the Austin region.
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SPRAWL: AUSTIN IS THE MOST SUB-URBAN LARGE 
METRO IN TEXAS

& urbanism in Texas metros. While Dallas & Houston appear choked in sprawl; in reality, Austin 
contains more percentage of people living in sub-urban settings than these peer regions. Only 
Austin & the Rio Grande Valley have more people living in sub-urban settings than urban.

We believe Texans should be free to live how they want, but should pay the costs of their lifestyle 
choices. More than 34% of the people of the Austin region wish they could live in walkable urban 
places with high quality transit, but our policies force sprawl on many who don’t want it.

Something caused Austin to grow in a more environmentally-destructive manner than Houston, 
DFW, & San Antonio. We believe there are two primary public policy arenas dictating this unfortunate 
outcome. The land development codes of the region’s cities – most prominently, but not exclusively, 

Data: US Census Bureau, 2017 5-year estimates of 
population by census tract

While Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth cover much larger land areas, they 
are each home to four times as many people as the Austin region.
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SPRAWL: AUSTIN IS THE MOST SUB-URBAN LARGE 
METRO IN TEXAS

the exclusionary zoning system embraced by the City of Austin in the 1980s – limits the amount of 
people allowed to live in sustainable urban places, thereby limiting equity & promoting sprawl.

The second major policy arena has been a continuous series of decisions by CAMPO leadership that 
seem to have given a higher priority to the needs and wants of those living in sub-urban settings and 
experiencing long-distance commutes. The choices made in the development of the regional growth 
forecasts have played a large role in the spread of Austin’s sprawl. The Austin region – much like the 
State of Texas – has generally not focused meaningful regional funding on transit access or active 
transportation. However, an active transportation plan was recently completed and a regional transit 
study is now underway. The transit study, though, is not looking at improving transit for everyone, but 
excludes those living in urban areas & paying transit sales taxes, a seemingly unfortunate choice.

25% of Texans live in the Houston region. Another 25% live in the Dallas-Fort 
Worth region. Another 25% live in the next 5 largest metro regions.

The question at hand is how we plan & spend at the regional level to ac-
commodate 22 million more Texans, mostly in these seven Metro regions.




